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First meeting of minds behind new export industries  
 
All over inland Australia researchers are finding answers to the same question - how to equip the 
outback with a global technological edge on which to build our new export industries - but most 
have never met.   
 
This is about to change when the Desert Knowledge Cooperative Research Centre gathers the 
creative minds behind some 40 research projects for a three-day conference at Alice Springs’ 
Crowne Plaza.   
 
The conference will be the first time researchers working for Desert Knowledge CRC, a virtual 
network of researchers in 28 organisations nationwide, come face to face to swap their bright ideas 
and answer questions that desert people are asking.  
 
“Conference participants can expect some real answers to real-life problems - answers that have 
huge export potential,” says Dr Mark Stafford Smith, CEO of the Desert Knowledge CRC. 
 
“For example how bush foods and medicines traditionally used by indigenous people will inspire 
health-giving foods and life-saving medicines of the future,” he says. “Or how farmers can run a 
national network of dust storm monitoring sites that helps us better understand the problem of wind 
erosion. 
 
“They’ll hear about how Australia’s desert knowledge about fire management can become a 
valuable export to other dry and fire-prone regions of the world”. 
 
Dr Stafford Smith says the conference will showcase how outback businesses can capitalise on the 
growing demand for these and other desert knowledge products by joining forces over huge 
distances. 
 
 “Our partners in tourism, mining, bush produce, renewable energy and house design are 
successfully pioneering new ways of doing business by networking with the help of the latest 
technology and we’re excited to share this progress”, says Mr Mike Crowe, who leads the Linked 
Business Networks project.   
 
Over 90 participants from around Australia are expected to attend the conference, which runs from 
Wednesday 9th – Friday 11th February.  
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